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Description of tabs on additional MS Excel file 

 

Tab 1. d’Orbigny. The identifications given are based on labels with the three model 

sets held at the NHM. Some d’Orbigny numbers therefore have more than one line in 

the database because more than one identification has been applied. The additional 

column re-identifications are by taken from Parker et al. (1865). Modern re-

identifications of taxa illustrated by d’Orbigny can be found in Vénec-Peyré (2005) 

but have not been included here because these relate to illustrations rather than the 

models themselves. 

 

Tab 2. Reuss & Fritsch. The identifications given are based on labels with the three 

model sets held at the NHM. Some Reuss & Fritsch numbers therefore have more 

than one line in the database because more than one identification has been applied. 

The additional column re-identifications are by taken from Parker et al. (1865). Two 



numbering schemes have been used. The first refers to numbers written on the 

specimens and the second to the list of Reuss & Frič (1861).  

 

Tab 3. Chaffer’s models marketed by Flatters & Garnet. The re-identifications are 

taken from annotations made by Edward Heron-Allen. 

 

Tab 4. Brooks F. Ellis. This is a reproduction of the list published by Ellis (1950, p. 

14). 

 

Tab 5. This is a reproduction of the list of taxa shown in Kornicker (1954, pl. 19). 

 

Tab 6. A list of Kane Scientific models from their brochure. 

 

Tab 7. John Murray’s models. A list provided by John Murray. 

 

Tab 8. A list of 30 overseas and Chinese establishments and locations that have been 

supplied by Zheng Shouyi. These refer to models unless specifically stated as 

sculptures. 
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